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Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. 
A topological space X is called an n-Moore space if its reduced 
homology is nonzero only in dimension n. We call a G-CW-
complex X an n-Moore G-space over k if for every subgroup 
H of G, the fixed point set XH is an n(H)-Moore space with 
coefficients in k, where n(H) is a function of H. We show that 
if X is a finite n-Moore G-space, then the reduced homology 
module of X is an endo-permutation kG-module generated 
by relative syzygies. A kG-module M is an endo-permutation 
module if Endk(M) = M⊗kM∗ is a permutation kG-module. 
We consider the Grothendieck group of finite Moore G-spaces 
M(G), with addition given by the join operation, and relate 
this group to the Dade group generated by relative syzygies.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and statement of results

Let G be a finite group and M be a ZG-module. A G-CW-complex X is called a Moore 
G-space of type (M, n) if the reduced homology group H̃i(X; Z) is zero whenever i �= n

and H̃n(X; Z) ∼= M as ZG-modules. One of the classical problems in algebraic topology, 
due to Steenrod, asks whether every ZG-module is realizable as the homology module of a 
Moore G-space. G. Carlsson [10] constructed counterexamples of non-realizable modules 
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for finite groups that include Z/p × Z/p as a subgroup for some prime p. The question 
of finding a good algebraic characterization of realizable ZG-modules is still an open 
problem (see [21] and [4]).

In this paper we consider Moore G-spaces whose fixed point subspaces are also Moore 
spaces. Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients and let n : Sub(G) → Z denote a 
function from subgroups of G to integers, which is constant on the conjugacy classes of 
subgroups. Such functions are often called super class functions.

Definition 1.1. A G-CW-complex X is called an n-Moore G-space over R if for every 
H ≤ G, the reduced homology group H̃i(XH ; R) is zero for all i �= n(H).

When n is the constant function with value n for all H ≤ G, the homology at dimen-
sion n can be considered as a module over the orbit category OrG. If H̃n(X?; R) ∼= M

as a module over the orbit category, then X is called a Moore G-space of type (M, n). 
When R = Q and XH is simply-connected for all H ≤ G, the space X is called a ra-
tional Moore G-space. Rational Moore G-spaces are studied extensively in equivariant 
homotopy theory and many interesting results are obtained on homotopy types of these 
spaces (see [16] and [11]).

In this paper, we allow n to be an arbitrary super class function and take the coefficient 
ring R as a field k of characteristic p. We define the group of finite Moore G-spaces over 
k and relate this group to the Dade group, the group of endo-permutation modules. 
Since the appropriate definition of a Dade group for a finite group is not clear yet, we 
restrict ourselves to the situation where G is a p-group, although the results have obvious 
consequences for finite groups via restriction to a Sylow p-subgroup.

Let G be a finite group and k be a field of characteristic p. Throughout we assume 
all kG-modules are finitely generated. A kG-module M is called an endo-permutation 
kG-module if Endk(M) = M⊗kM

∗ is isomorphic to a permutation kG-module when re-
garded as a kG-module with diagonal G-action (gf)(m) = gf(g−1m). A G-CW-complex 
is called finite if it has finitely many cells. The main result of the paper is the following:

Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite p-group, and k be a field of characteristic p. If X is a 
finite n-Moore G-space over k, then the reduced homology module H̃n(X, k) in dimension 
n = n(1) is an endo-permutation kG-module generated by relative syzygies.

This theorem is proved in Sections 3 and 4. We first prove it for tight Moore G-spaces 
(Proposition 3.8) and then extend it to the general case. An n-Moore space X is said 
to be tight if the topological dimension of XH is equal to n(H) for every H ≤ G. 
For tight Moore G-spaces, we give an explicit formula that expresses the equivalence 
class of the homology group H̃n(X, k) in terms of relative syzygies (see Proposition 3.8). 
This formula plays a key role for relating the group of Moore G-spaces to the group of 
Borel–Smith functions and to the Dade group. We now introduce these groups and the 
homomorphisms between them.
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An endo-permutation G-module is called capped if it has an indecomposable sum-
mand with vertex G, or equivalently, if Endk(M) has the trivial module k as a 
summand. There is a suitable equivalence relation of endo-permutation modules, and 
the equivalence classes of capped endo-permutation modules form a group under the 
tensor product operation (see Section 2). This group is called the Dade group of 
the group G, denoted by Dk(G), or simply by D(G) when k is clear from the con-
text.

For a non-empty finite G-set X, the kernel of the augmentation map ε : kX → k is 
called a relative syzygy and denoted by Δ(X). It is shown by Alperin [1] that Δ(X) is an 
endo-permutation kG-module and it is capped when |XG| �= 1. We define ΩX ∈ Dk(G)
as the element

ΩX =
{

[Δ(X)] if X �= ∅ and |XG| �= 1;
0 otherwise.

The subgroup of D(G) generated by relative syzygies is denoted by DΩ(G) and it plays 
an important role for understanding the Dade group.

Definition 1.3. We say a Moore G-space is capped if XG has nonzero reduced homology. 
The set of G-homotopy classes of capped Moore G-spaces form a commutative monoid 
with addition given by [X] + [Y ] = [X ∗ Y ], where X ∗ Y denotes the join of two 
G-CW-complexes. We define the group of Moore G-spaces M(G) as the Grothendieck 
group of this monoid.

The dimension function of an n-Moore G-space is defined as the super class function 
DimX with values

(DimX)(H) = n(H) + 1

for all H ≤ G. Let C(G) denote the group of all super class functions of G. The map 
Dim : M(G) → C(G) which takes [X] −[Y ] to DimX−Dim Y is a group homomorphism 
since Dim(X∗Y ) = DimX+DimY . In Proposition 5.6, we prove that the homomorphism 
Dim is surjective. This follows from the fact that C(G) is generated by super class 
functions of the form ωX , where X denotes a finite G-set and ωX is the function defined 
by

ωX(K) =
{

1 if XK �= ∅
0 otherwise

for all K ≤ G. Note that if we consider a finite G-set X as a discrete G-CW-complex, 
then X is a finite Moore G-space with dimension function DimX = ωX .

We also define a group homomorphism Hom : M(G) → DΩ(G) as a linear extension 
of the assignment that takes the equivalence class [X] of a capped n-Moore G-space to 
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the equivalence class of its reduced homology [H̃n(X; k)] in DΩ(G), where n = n(1). 
There is also a group homomorphism Ψ : C(G) → DΩ(G) that takes ωX to ΩX for every 
G-set X (see [6, Theorem 1.7]). In Proposition 5.7, we show that

Hom = Ψ ◦ Dim .

This gives in particular that for an n-Moore G-space X, the equivalence class of its re-
duced homology [H̃n(X; k)] in DΩ(G) is uniquely determined by the function n. Moreover 
we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.4. Let G be a finite p-group and k a field of characteristic p. Let M0(G)
denote the kernel of the homomorphism Hom, and Cb(G) denote the group of Borel–Smith 
functions (see [8, Definition 3.1]). Then, there is a commuting diagram

0 M0(G)

Dim0

M(G)

Dim

Hom
DΩ(G)

=

0

0 Cb(G) C(G) Ψ
DΩ(G) 0

where the maps Dim and Dim0 are surjective and the horizontal sequences are exact.

In the proof of the above theorem we do not assume the exactness of the bottom 
sequence. It follows from the exactness of the top sequence and from the fact that 
the maps Dim and Dim0 are surjective (surjectivity of Dim0 follows from a theorem 
of Dotzel–Hamrick [12]). Note that the exactness of the bottom sequence is the main 
result of Bouc–Yalçın [8] and the proof given there is completely algebraic. The proof 
we obtain here can be considered as a topological interpretation of this short exact 
sequence.

In Section 6, we consider operations on Moore G-spaces induced by actions of bisets 
on Moore G-spaces. We show that the assignment G → M(G) over all p-groups has an 
easy to describe biset functor structure, where the induction is given by join induction, 
and that Hom and Dim are natural transformations of biset functors. The induction 
operation on M(−) is defined using join induction of G-posets JoinH

K X and the key 
result here is that the homology of a join induction JoinH

K X is isomorphic to the tensor 
induction of the homology of X. Using this we obtain a topological proof for Bouc’s 
tensor induction formula for relative syzygies (see Theorem 6.9). As a consequence we 
conclude that the diagram in Theorem 1.4 is a diagram of biset functors.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some necessary definitions 
and background on Dade groups. We prove Theorem 1.2 in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, 
we introduce the group of Moore G-spaces M(G) and prove Theorem 1.4. In Section 6, 
we define a biset functor structure for M(−) and show that the diagram in Theorem 1.4
is a diagram of biset functors.
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2. Preliminaries on the Dade group

Let p be a prime number, G be a finite p-group, and k be a field of characteristic p. 
Throughout we assume that all kG-modules are finitely generated. A (left) kG-module 
M is called an endo-permutation module if Endk(M) ∼= M ⊗k M∗ is isomorphic to a 
permutation kG-module. Here we view Endk(M) as a kG-module with diagonal action 
given by (g · f)(m) = gf(g−1m). In this section we introduce some basic definitions and 
results on endo-permutation kG-modules that we will use in the paper. For more details 
on this material, we refer the reader to [7, sect. 12.2] or [5].

Two endo-permutation kG-modules M and N are said to be compatible if M ⊕N is 
an endo-permutation kG-module. This is equivalent to the condition that M ⊗k N∗

is a permutation kG-module (see [7, Definition 12.2.4]). When M and N are com-
patible, we write M ∼ N . An endo-permutation module M is called capped if it 
has an indecomposable summand with vertex G, or equivalently, if Endk(M) has the 
trivial module k as a summand (see [7, Lemma 12.2.6]). The relation M ∼ N de-
fines an equivalence relation on capped endo-permutation kG-modules (see [7, Theo-
rem 12.2.8]).

Every capped endo-permutation module M has a capped indecomposable summand, 
called the cap of M . Note that if V is a cap of M , then V ⊗k M∗ is a summand of 
M ⊗kM

∗ which is a permutation kG-module. This gives that V ⊗kM
∗ is a permutation 

kG-module, hence V ∼ M . If W is another capped indecomposable summand of M , 
then V ∼= W (see [7, Lemma 12.2.9]), so the cap of M is unique up to isomorphism. Two 
capped endo-permutation kG-modules are equivalent if and only if they have isomorphic 
caps (see [7, Remark 12.2.11]).

The set of equivalence classes of capped endo-permutation modules has an abelian 
group structure under the addition given by [M ] +[N ] = [M ⊗kN ]. It is easy to see that 
this operation is well-defined (see [7, Theorem 12.2.8]). This group is called the Dade 
group of G over k and is denoted by Dk(G), or simply by D(G) when the field k is clear 
from the context.

For a non-empty G-set X, the kernel of the augmentation map ε : kX → k is called 
a relative syzygy and is denoted by Δ(X). It is shown by Alperin [1, Theorem 1] that 
Δ(X) is an endo-permutation module and it is capped if and only if |XG| �= 1 (see also 
[5, Section 3.2]). For a G-set X, let ΩX denote the element in the Dade group D(G)
defined by

ΩX =
{

[Δ(X)] if X �= ∅ and |XG| �= 1;
0 otherwise.

Note that if XG �= ∅, the module Δ(X) is a permutation module, so in this case we have 
ΩX = 0. The subgroup of the Dade group generated by the set of elements ΩX , over 
all finite G-sets X, is denoted DΩ(G) and called the Dade group generated by relative 
syzygies.
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Remark 2.1. Let O denote a complete noetherian local ring with residue field k of char-
acteristic p > 0. The notion of an endo-permutation module and the Dade group can be 
extended to OG-modules which are O-free (called OG-lattices). In this case the Dade 
group is denoted by DO(G) and there is a natural map ϕ : DO(G) → Dk(G) defined 
by reduction of coefficients. An element x ∈ Dk(G) is said to have an integral lift if 
x = ϕ(x) for some x ∈ DO(G). By definition, the elements of DΩ(G) have integral lifts. 
This means that when we are working with DΩ(G), it does not matter if we take the 
coefficients as O or k. Note also that a relative syzygy over k is obtained from an endo-
permutation FpG-module via tensoring with k over Fp. In particular, the group DΩ(G)
does not depend on the field k as long as it is a field with characteristic p.

Now we are going to state some results related to relative syzygies that we are going 
to use later in the paper. In [5, Section 3.2] these results are stated in O-coefficients, 
but they also hold in k-coefficients. So in the results stated below R is a commutative 
coefficient ring which is either a field k of characteristic p, or a complete noetherian local 
ring O with residue field k of characteristic p. We refer the reader to [5, Section 3.2] for 
more details.

Definition 2.2. Let G be a finite group and X be a finite G-set. A sequence of RG-modules 
0 → M0 → M1 → M1 → 0 is called X-split if the corresponding sequence

0 → RX ⊗R M0 → RX ⊗R M1 → RX ⊗R M2 → 0,

obtained by tensoring everything with RX, splits.

There is an alternative criterion for a sequence to be X-split.

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a finite group and X be a finite G-set. A sequence of RG-modules 
is X-split if and only if it splits as a sequence of RGx-modules for every stabilizer Gx

in G.

Proof. See [18, Lemma 2.6]. �
We now state the main technical result that we will use in the paper.

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a p-group and X be a finite non-empty G-set. Suppose that

0 → W → RX → V → 0

is an X-split exact sequence of RG-lattices. Then:

(1) The lattice V is an endo-permutation RG-lattice if and only if W is an endo-
permutation RG-lattice.
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(2) If XG = ∅, then V is capped if and only if W is capped.
(3) If V and W are capped endo-permutation RG-lattices, then

W = ΩX + V

in DR(G).

Proof. See [5, Lemma 3.2.8]. �
The following also holds:

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a p-group. Suppose that X and Y are two non-empty finite G-sets 
such that for any subgroup H of G, the set XH is non-empty if and only if Y H is 
non-empty. Then ΩX = ΩY in DR(G).

Proof. See [5, Lemma 3.2.7]. �
3. Algebraic Moore G-complexes

Let G be a finite group and H be a family of subgroups of G closed under conjugation 
and taking subgroups. The orbit category OrH G over the family H is defined as the 
category whose objects are transitive G-sets G/H where H ∈ H, and whose morphisms 
are G-maps G/H → G/K. Throughout this paper we assume that the family H is the 
family of all subgroups of G and we denote the orbit category simply by ΓG := OrG.

Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients. An RΓG-module M is a contravariant 
functor from the category ΓG to the category of R-modules. The value of an RΓG-module 
M at G/H is denoted M(H). By identifying AutΓG

(G/H) with WGH := NG(H)/H, we 
can consider M(H) as a WG(H)-module. In particular, M(1) is an RG-module.

The category of RΓG-modules is an abelian category, so the usual concepts of projec-
tive module, exact sequence, and chain complexes are available. For more information 
on modules over the orbit category, we refer the reader to Lück [17, §9, §17] and tom 
Dieck [22, §10–11].

Definition 3.1. For a G-set X, we define RΓG-module R[X?] as the module with values 
at G/H given by R[XH ], with obvious induced maps. A module over the orbit cate-
gory OrH G is called free if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of modules of the form 
R[(G/K)?] with K ∈ H. By the Yoneda lemma every free RΓG-module is projective (see 
[13, Section 2A]).

Let X be a G-CW-complex. The reduced chain complex of X over the orbit category 
is the functor C̃∗(X?; R) from orbit category ΓG to the category of chain complexes of 
R-modules, where for each H ≤ G, the object G/H is mapped to the reduced cellular 
chain complex C̃∗(XH ; R). This gives rise to a chain complex of RΓG-modules
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C̃∗(X?, R) : · · · → Ci(X?;R) ∂i−→Ci−1(X?;R) → · · · → C0(X?;R) ε−→R → 0

with boundary maps given by RΓG-module maps between the chain modules Ci(X?; R), 
where for each i ≥ 0, the chain module Ci(X?; R) is the RΓG-module defined by G/H →
Ci(XH ; R).

In the above sequence R denotes the constant functor with values R(H) = R for 
each H ≤ G and the identity map id : R → R as the induced map f∗ : R(G/H) →
R(G/K) between R-modules for every G-map f : G/K → G/H. The augmentation 
map ε is defined as the RΓG-homomorphism such that for each H ≤ G, the map ε(H) :
C0(XH ; R) → R is the R-linear map which takes every 0-cell σ ∈ XH to 1. By convention 
we take C̃−1(X?; R) = R and ∂0 = ε.

Lemma 3.2. The reduced chain complex C̃∗(X?; R) of a G-CW-complex X is a chain 
complex of free RΓG-modules.

Proof. If i ≥ 0, then for each H ≤ G, the chain module Ci(XH ; R) is isomorphic to 
the permutation module R[XH

i ], where Xi is the G-set of i-dimensional cells in X. This 
gives an isomorphism of RΓG-modules Ci(X?; R) ∼= R[X?

i ], hence Ci(X?; R) is a free 
RΓG-module for every i ≥ 0 (see [17, 9.16] or [13, Ex. 2.4]). The constant functor R is 
isomorphic to the module R[(G/G)?] which is a free RΓG-module because we assumed 
H is the family of all subgroups of G, in particular, G ∈ H. Hence Ci(X?; R) is free for 
all i ≥ −1. �

In the rest of the section we state our results for chain complexes of projective modules 
over the orbit category. We assume that all the chain complexes we consider are bounded 
from below, i.e., there is an integer s such that Ci = 0 for all i < s. We say C is 
finite-dimensional if there is an n such that Ci = 0 for all i ≥ n + 1. If C �= 0, then 
the smallest such integer is called the dimension of C. For more information on chain 
complexes over the orbit category, we refer the reader to [14, §2] or [13, §2, §6].

Definition 3.3. Let C be a chain complex of projective RΓG-modules and let n : Sub(G) →
Z be a super class function. We call C an n-Moore RΓG-complex if for every H ∈ H, 
the homology group Hi(C(H)) is zero for every i �= n(H). We say C is tight if for every 
H ∈ H, the chain complex C(H) is non-zero and has dimension equal to n(H). A Moore 
RΓG-complex C is called capped if G ∈ H and H∗(C(G)) is non-zero.

If X is an n-Moore G-space over R as in Definition 1.1, then by Lemma 3.2, the 
reduced chain complex C̃∗(X?; R) is an n-Moore RΓG-complex. Moreover, if X is a 
capped Moore space, then the chain complex C̃∗(X?; k) is a capped RΓG-complex.

Lemma 3.4. Let C be a chain complex of projective RΓG-modules (bounded from below). 
Suppose that C is a tight n-Moore RΓG-complex and H is a subgroup of G. Then, for 
every i ≤ n(H), the short exact sequence
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0 → ker ∂i → Ci → im ∂i → 0

splits as a sequence of RΓH-modules, where ΓH = OrH.

Proof. Let s be an integer such that Ci = 0 for i < s. For every K ≤ H, the chain 
complex C(K) has zero homology except in dimension n(K), which is equal to the chain 
complex dimension of C(K). The dimension function of a projective chain complex is 
monotone (see [14, Definition 2.5, Lemma 2.6]). Hence we have n(K) ≥ n(H) for every 
K ≤ H. This gives that the truncated complex

0 → ker ∂n(H) → Cn(H) → · · · → Cs → 0 (1)

is exact when it is considered as a sequence of modules over RΓH . Note that ΓH is a 
subcategory of ΓG, so there is an induced restriction map ResGH that takes projective 
RΓG-modules to projective RΓH-modules (see [13, Proposition 3.7]). This implies that 
ResGH Ci is a projective RΓH -module for every i ≥ s, hence the sequence (1) splits as a 
sequence of RΓH -modules. �

Note that for the algebraic theory of Moore G-spaces, it is enough to consider projec-
tive RΓG-modules, but for obtaining results related to endo-permutation modules one 
would need these chain complexes to be chain complexes of free RΓG-modules. When G
is a finite p-group and k is a field of characteristic p, these two conditions are equivalent.

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. Then every 
projective kΓG-module is free.

Proof. By [17, Corollary 9.40], every projective kΓG-module P is a direct sum of mod-
ules of the form EHSHP where H ≤ G and EH and SH are functors defined in [17, 
p. 170]. Since the functor SH takes projectives to projectives, SHP is a projective 
kNG(H)/H-module (see [17, Lemma 9.31(c)]). The group NG(H)/H is a p-group and k is 
a field of characteristic p, hence SHP is a free module. The functor EH takes free modules 
to free kΓG-modules (see [17, Lemma 9.31(c)]), therefore P is a free kΓG-module. �

Now we are ready to prove an algebraic version of Theorem 1.2 for tight complexes. 
Recall that a chain complex C over RΓG is finite if it is bounded and has the property 
that for each i, the chain module Ci is finitely-generated as an RΓG-module.

Proposition 3.6. Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. If C is 
a finite tight Moore kΓG-complex, then Hn(C(1)) is an endo-permutation kG-module, 
where n = n(1).

Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we can assume that C is a finite chain complex of free 
kΓG-modules with boundary maps ∂i : Ci → Ci−1. For each i, let Xi denote the G-set 
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such that Ci
∼= k[X?

i ] as a kΓG-module. If we evaluate C at 1 and augment the complex 
with the homology module, then we obtain an exact sequence of RG-modules

0 → Hn(C(1)) → k[Xn] → · · · → k[Xi]
∂′
i−→ k[Xi−1] → · · · → k[Xs] → 0

where ∂′
i = ∂i(1). To show that Hn(C(1)) is an endo-permutation module, we will 

inductively apply Lemma 2.4(i) to each of the extensions of kG-modules

Ei : 0 → ker ∂′
i → k[Xi] → im ∂′

i → 0

for all i such that s ≤ i ≤ n. If H = Gx for some x ∈ Xi, then we have i ≤ n(H) because 
n(H) is equal to the dimension of the chain complex C(H) by the tightness condition. 
By Lemma 3.4, the sequence

0 → ker ∂i → Ci → im ∂i → 0

splits as a sequence of kΓH -modules, hence the sequence Ei splits as a sequence of 
kH-modules. Since this is true for the isotropy subgroups Gx of all the elements 
x ∈ Xi, by Lemma 2.3 we conclude that the sequence Ei is Xi-split. Hence by ap-
plying Lemma 2.4(i) inductively, we conclude that Hn(C(1)) is an endo-permutation 
kG-module. �

We now give a more explicit formula for the equivalence class of the reduced homology 
Hn(C(1)) in the Dade group.

Proposition 3.7. Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. Let C be a 
finite tight n-Moore kΓG-complex such that Ci

∼= k[X?
i ] for each i. If C is capped, then 

Hn(C(1)) is a capped endo-permutation kG-module and the formula

[Hn(C(1))] =
n∑

i=m+1
ΩXi

holds in DΩ(G), where n = n(1) and m = n(G).

Proof. As before we have an exact sequence of kG-modules

0 → Hn(C(1)) → k[Xn] ∂′
n−→ · · · → k[Xm] ∂′

m−→ · · · → k[Xs] → 0

where m = n(G) ≤ n = n(1). We claim that Zm = ker ∂′
m is a capped permuta-

tion kG-module, i.e., Zm is a permutation kG-module that includes the trivial module 
k as a summand. Once the claim is proved, by Lemma 2.4(ii) and (iii), we can con-
clude that Hn(C(1)) is a capped endo-permutation module and the formula given above 
holds.
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We will show that Zm is a permutation kG-module such that the trivial module k is 
one of the summands. To show this, first note that by Lemma 3.4, the sequence

0 → ker ∂m → Cm
∂m−→ · · · → Cs → 0

is a split exact sequence of kΓG-modules. This gives that ker ∂m is a projective 
kΓG-module. By Lemma 3.5, every projective kΓG-module is a free module. Hence 
ker ∂m ∼= ⊕ik[G/H?

i ] for some subgroups Hi ≤ G. From this we obtain that Zm
∼=

⊕ik[G/Hi], hence Zm is a permutation kG-module.
Note that the summands of Ci that are of the form k[(G/G)?] form a subcomplex of C, 

denoted by CG, and we have C(G) = CG(G). Since C is a capped Moore RΓG-complex, 
the complex C(G) has nontrivial homology at dimension m. This implies that the sub-
complex

0 → CG
m

∂G
m−→ · · · → CG

s → 0

also has nontrivial homology at dimension m. This gives that ker ∂m has a nontrivial 
summand of the form k[(G/G)?]. Hence Zm includes the trivial module k as a sum-
mand. �

As a corollary of the results of this section, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 3.8. Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. Let X
be a finite tight n-Moore G-space over k, and let Xi denote the G-set of i-dimensional 
cells in X for each i. Then the reduced homology group H̃n(X, k), where n = n(1), is an 
endo-permutation kG-module. Moreover if X is also capped, then H̃n(X, k) is a capped 
endo-permutation kG-module, and the formula

[H̃n(X; k)] =
n∑

i=m+1
ΩXi

holds in the Dade group DΩ(G), where m = n(G).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 the reduced chain complex C := C̃∗(X?; k) is a finite complex of 
free kΓG-modules. Applying Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 to the chain complex C, we obtain 
the desired conclusions. �
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In Section 3 we proved that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds for tight Moore 
G-spaces. To extend this result to an arbitrary finite Moore G-space, we show that up to 
taking joins with representation spheres, all Moore G-spaces have tight chain complexes 
up to chain homotopy. We first start with a brief discussion of the join operation on 
Moore G-spaces.
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Let G be a discrete group. Given two G-CW-complexes X and Y , the join X ∗ Y is 
defined as the quotient space X×Y ×[0, 1]/ ∼ with the identifications (x, y, 1) ∼ (x′, y, 1)
and (x, y, 0) ∼ (x, y′, 0) for all x, x′ ∈ X and y, y′ ∈ Y . The G-action on X ∗ Y is given 
by g(x, y, t) = (gx, gy, t) for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and t ∈ [0, 1]. To avoid the usual problems 
in algebraic topology with products of topological spaces, we assume the topology on 
products of spaces is the compactly generated topology. Then the join X∗Y has a natural 
a G-CW-complex structure.

The G-CW-complex structure on X ∗ Y can be taken as the G-CW-structure in-
herited from the union (CX × Y ) ∪X×Y (X × CY ) where CX and CY denote the 
cones of X and Y , respectively. The CW-complex structure on the products CX × Y

and X × CY are the usual G-CW-complex structures for products that we explain be-
low.

Given two G-CW-complexes X and Y , the G-CW-structure on X×Y can be described 
as follows: Given two orbits of cells G/H× ep and G/K× eq in X and Y , with attaching 
maps ϕ and ψ, in the product complex we have a disjoint union of orbits of cells

∐
HgK∈H\G/K

G/(H ∩ gK) × (ep × eq)

with attaching maps ϕ × ψ. Here ep × eq is considered as a cell with dimension p + q by 
the usual homeomorphism Dp ×Dq ∼= Dp+q.

Remark 4.1. Note that when G is a compact Lie group, this construction is no longer 
possible. In that case we only have a (G ×G)-CW-complex structure on the join X ∗ Y
and in general it may not be possible to restrict this to a G-CW-complex structure via 
diagonal map G → G ×G. For compact Lie groups Illman [15, page 193] proves that the 
join X ∗Y is G-homotopy equivalent to a G-CW-complex. Also in the above construction 
it is possible to take X ∗ Y with the product topology if one of the complexes X or Y is 
a finite complex (see [19, Lemma A.5]).

If X and Y are G-CW-complexes, then (X ∗Y )H = XH ∗Y H for every H ≤ G. Since 
the join of two Moore spaces is a Moore space it is easy to show that the following holds.

Lemma 4.2. If X is an n-Moore G-space and Y is an m-Moore G-space, then X ∗ Y is 
an k-Moore G-space, where k = n + m + 1.

Proof. This follows from the usual calculation of homology of join of two spaces and 
from the above observation on the fixed point subspaces of joins. �

Since it is more desirable to have a dimension function which is additive over the 
join operation, we define the dimension function for a Moore G-space in the following 
way.
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Definition 4.3. For an n-Moore G-space X over R, we define the dimension function 
DimX : SubG → Z to be the super class function with values

(DimX)(H) = n(H) + 1

for all H ≤ G.

By Lemma 4.2 we have Dim(X ∗ Y ) = DimX + Dim Y . We will take join of a given 
Moore G-space with a homotopy representation. A homotopy representation of a finite 
group G is defined as a G-CW-complex X with the property that for each H ≤ G, the 
fixed point set XH is a homotopy equivalent to an n(H)-sphere, where n(H) = dimXH . 
Given a real representation V of G, the unit sphere S(V ) can be triangulated as a finite 
G-CW-complex and for every H ≤ G, the fixed point set S(V )H = S(V H), so S(V ) is 
a finite homotopy representation with dimension function with values [DimS(V )](H) =
dimR V H . If X is an n-Moore G-space, then the join X ∗ S(V ) is an m-Moore G-space, 
where m satisfies m(H) = n(H) + dimR V H for every H ≤ G.

Definition 4.4. A super class function f : Sub(G) → Z is called monotone if f(K) ≥ f(H)
for every K ≤ H. We say f is strictly monotone if f(K) > f(H) for every K < H.

We prove the following.

Lemma 4.5. Let X be a Moore G-space over R. Then there is a real G-representation V
such that Y = X ∗S(V ) is a Moore G-space with a strictly monotone dimension function 
and the reduced homologies of X and Y over R are isomorphic.

Proof. Let s be a positive integer and V be 2s copies of the regular representation RG. 
Then for each H ≤ G, we have dimR V H = 2s|G : H|. If we choose s large enough, then 
the dimension function of Y = X ∗ S(V ) will be strictly monotone. Since the reduced 
homology of S(V ) is isomorphic to R with trivial G-action, the reduced homology of X
and Y over R are isomorphic. �
Proposition 4.6. Let C be a finite Moore RΓG-complex of free RΓG-modules. If the di-
mension function of C is strictly monotone, then C is chain homotopy equivalent to a 
tight Moore RΓG-complex D such that D is a finite chain complex of free RΓG-modules.

Proof. By applying [13, Proposition 8.7] inductively, as it is done in [13, Corollary 8.8], 
we obtain that C is chain homotopy equivalent to a tight complex D. It is clear from 
the construction that D is a finite chain complex of free kΓG-modules. �

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let X be a finite n-Moore G-space over k. By Lemma 4.5, we can 
assume that the function n is strictly monotone. Let C = C∗(X?; k) denote the chain 
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complex of X over the orbit category ΓG = OrG. By Proposition 4.6, C is chain homo-
topy equivalent to a tight Moore kΓG-complex D such that D is a finite chain complex of 
free kΓG-modules. Applying Proposition 3.6 to the chain complex D, we conclude that 
the n-th homology of D, and hence the n-th homology of C, is an endo-permutation 
kG-module generated by relative syzygies. �
Example 4.7. The conclusion of Theorem 1.2 does not hold for a Moore G-space X if 
the fixed point subspace XH is not a Moore space for some H ≤ G. One can easily 
construct examples of Moore G-spaces where this happens using the following general 
construction: Given a Moore G-space we can assume XG �= ∅ by replacing X with the 
suspension ΣX of X. Given two Moore G-spaces X1 and X2 with nontrivial G-fixed 
points, we can take a wedge of these spaces on a fixed point. So, given two Moore 
G-spaces of types (M1, n1) and (M2, n2), using suspensions and taking a wedge, we can 
obtain a Moore G-space of type (M1 ⊕ M2, n), where n = max(n1, n2) + 1. The di-
rect sum of two endo-permutation kG-modules M1 ⊕ M2 is not an endo-permutation 
kG-module unless M1 and M2 are compatible. To give an explicit example, we can take 
G = C3 × C3 and let X1 = G/H1 and X2 = G/H2 where H1 and H2 are two dis-
tinct subgroups in G of index 3. Then X = ΣX1 ∨ ΣX2 is a one-dimensional Moore 
G-space with reduced homology Δ(X1) ⊕ Δ(X2), where Δ(Xi) = ker{kXi → k}. This 
module is not an endo-permutation module because Δ(X1) ⊗k Δ(X2)∗ is not a per-
mutation kG-module. One can see this easily by restricting this tensor product to H1
or H2.

Using the same idea, we can construct some other interesting examples of Moore 
G-spaces.

Example 4.8. The formula in Proposition 3.8 does not hold for an arbitrary n-Moore 
G-space, it only holds for tight n-Moore G-spaces. To see this let G = C3, and let X1 =
G/1 as a G-set. Let X2 be a 1-simplex with a trivial G-action on it. Then X = ΣX1∨X2
is not a tight complex since XG is one dimensional, but it is homotopy equivalent to S0. 
We can give a G-CW-structure to X in such a way that the chain complex for X is of 
the form

0 → k[G/G] ⊕ k[G/1] → ⊕3k[G/G] → 0.

Then for this complex, the sum 
∑n

m+1 ΩXi
is zero but the reduced homology module is 

Δ(X1), whose equivalence class in DΩ(G) is ΩG/1, which is nonzero.

5. The group of Moore G-spaces

In this section, we define the group of finite Moore G-spaces M(G) and relate it to 
the group of Borel–Smith functions Cb(G) and to the Dade group generated by relative 
syzygies DΩ(G).
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Definition 5.1. We say two Moore G-spaces X and Y are equivalent, denoted by X ∼ Y , if 
X and Y are G-homotopy equivalent. By Whitehead’s theorem for G-complexes, X and Y
are G-homotopy equivalent if and only if there is a G-map f : X → Y such that for every 
H ≤ G, the map on fixed point subspaces fH : XH → Y H is a homotopy equivalence 
(see [9, Corollary II.5.5] or [22, Proposition II.2.7]). We denote the equivalence class of 
a Moore G-space X by [X].

It is easy to show that if X ∼ X ′ and Y ∼ Y ′, then X ∗ Y ∼ X ′ ∗ Y ′. Hence the 
join operation defines an addition of the equivalence classes of Moore G-spaces given by 
[X] + [Y ] = [X ∗ Y ]. The set of equivalence classes of Moore G-spaces with this addition 
operation is a commutative monoid and we can apply the Grothendieck construction to 
this monoid to define the group of Moore G-spaces.

Definition 5.2. Let G be a finite p-group and k be a field of characteristic p. The group 
of finite Moore G-spaces M(G) is defined as the Grothendieck group of G-homotopy 
classes of finite, capped Moore G-spaces with addition given by [X] + [Y ] = [X ∗ Y ].

Since we are only interested in the group of finite Moore spaces, from now on we 
will assume all Moore G-spaces are finite G-CW-complexes. Note that every element of 
M(G) is a virtual Moore G-space [X] − [Y ], and that two such virtual Moore G-spaces 
[X1] − [Y1] and [X2] − [Y2] are equal in M(G) if there is a Moore G-space Z such that 
X1 ∗Y2 ∗Z is G-homotopy equivalent to X2 ∗Y1 ∗Z. In particular, for all Moore G-spaces 
X and Y and every real representation V , we have [X] − [Y ] = [X ∗ S(V )] − [Y ∗ S(V )]. 
Using this we can prove the following:

Lemma 5.3. Every element in M(G) can be expressed as [X] − [Y ] where X and Y are 
Moore G-spaces over k with strictly monotone dimension functions.

Proof. Let [X] − [Y ] ∈ M(G). Using the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.5, it is easy 
to see that there is a real representation V such that both X ∗ S(V ) and Y ∗ S(V ) have 
strictly monotone dimension functions. Since [X] − [Y ] = [X ∗ S(V )] − [Y ∗ S(V )], we 
obtain the desired conclusion. �

Recall that in Definition 4.3, we defined the dimension function of an n-Moore G-space 
X as the super class function DimX : Sub(G) → Z satisfying (DimX)(H) = n(H) + 1
for every H ≤ G. Note that if X is a tight n-Moore G-space, then n coincides with the 
geometric dimension function, but in general n is actually the homological dimension 
function, giving the homological dimension of fixed point subspaces. Hence DimX is 
well-defined on the equivalence classes of Moore G-spaces.

Let C(G) denote the group of all super class functions f : Sub(G) → Z. Note that 
C(G) is a free abelian group with rank equal to the number of conjugacy classes of 
subgroups in G.
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Definition 5.4. The assignment [X] → DimX can be extended linearly to obtain a group 
homomorphism

Dim : M(G) → C(G).

We call the homomorphism Dim the dimension homomorphism.

If X is a finite G-set such that XG �= pt, then X is a capped Moore G-space as a 
discrete G-CW-complex. In this case DimX = ωX where ωX is the element of C(G)
defined by

ωX(K) =
{

1 if XK �= ∅
0 otherwise

for every K ≤ G. Let {eH} denote the idempotent basis for C(G) defined by eH(K) = 1
if H and K are conjugate in G and zero otherwise. Note that for every H ≤ G, we have 
ωG/H =

∑
K≤GH eK , where the sum is over all K such that Kg ≤ H for some g ∈ G. 

Since the transition matrix between {ωG/H} and {eK} is an upper triangular matrix 
with 1’s on the diagonal, the set {ωG/H}, over the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
H ≤ G, is a basis for C(G). We conclude the following.

Lemma 5.5. The set of super class functions {ωG/H} over all transitive G-sets G/H is 
a basis for C(G). Moreover, for every H ≤ G, we have eH =

∑
K≤GH μG(K, H)ωG/K

where μG(K, H) denotes the Möbius function of the poset of conjugacy classes of sub-
groups of G.

Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.2]. �
The following is immediate from this lemma.

Proposition 5.6. The dimension homomorphism Dim : M(G) → C(G) that takes [X] to 
its dimension function DimX is surjective.

Proof. For H ≤ G, let X = G/H if H �= G, and X = G/G 
∐

G/G if H = G. Then, 
X is a capped Moore G-space and dimX = ωG/H . Hence by Lemma 5.5, the map 
Dim : M(G) → C(G) is surjective. �

Now consider the group homomorphism Hom : M(G) → DΩ(G), defined as the linear 
extension of the assignment which takes an isomorphism class [X] of an n-Moore G-space 
X to the equivalence class of the n-th reduced homology [H̃n(X, k)] in DΩ(G), where 
n = n(1). This extension is possible because the assignment [X] → Hom([X]) is additive. 
Note that if [X1] − [Y1] = [X2] − [Y2], then there is a Moore G-space Z such that

X1 ∗ Y2 ∗ Z ∼= X2 ∗ Y1 ∗ Z.
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This gives that Hom([X1]) −Hom([Y1]) = Hom([X2]) −Hom([Y2]) in DΩ(G). So, Hom is 
a well-defined homomorphism.

There is a third homomorphism Ψ : C(G) → DΩ(G) which can be uniquely defined 
as the group homomorphism which takes ωG/H to ΩG/H . In [6, Theorem 1.7], it is also 
proved that Ψ takes ωX to ΩX for every G-set X, by showing that the relations satisfied 
by ωX also hold for ΩX . Now we state the main theorem of this section:

Proposition 5.7. Let Ψ : C(G) → DΩ(G) denote the homomorphism defined by 
Ψ(ωG/H) = ΩG/H , and let Hom : M(G) → DΩ(G) be the homomorphism which takes the 
equivalence class of a finite, capped Moore G-space [X] to the equivalence class [Hn(X; k)]
in DΩ(G). Then

Hom = Ψ ◦ Dim .

In particular, if X is a finite, capped n-Moore G-space, then the equivalence class 
[Hn(X; k)] in DΩ(G) depends only on the function n.

To prove Proposition 5.7, we need to introduce a property that is found in chain 
complexes of G-simplicial complexes. Let X be a finite G-simplicial complex and let 
C := C̃∗(X?; k) denote the reduced chain complex of X over the orbit category ΓG. The 
complex C is a finite chain complex of free kΓG-modules. Let Xi denote the G-set of 
i-dimensional simplices in X for every i. Note that since X is a G-simplicial complex, 
the collection {Xi} satisfies the following property:

(∗∗) For every subgroup H ≤ G, if XH
i �= ∅ for some i, then XH

j �= ∅ for every j ≤ i.

Note that if X is a G-CW-complex and Xi denotes the G-set of i-dimensional cells 
in X, then the collection {Xi} does not satisfy this property in general. If this property 
holds for a G-CW-complex X, then we say X is a full G-CW-complex. More generally, 
we define the following:

Definition 5.8. Let C be a finite free chain complex of RΓG-modules. For each i, let Xi

denote the G-set such that Ci
∼= R[X?

i ]. We say C is a full RΓG-complex if the collection 
of G-sets {Xi} satisfies the property (∗∗).

For chain complexes that are full, we have the following observation:

Lemma 5.9. Let C be a finite chain complex kΓG of dimension n. Suppose that C is a 
full complex, and Xi denotes the G-set such that Ci

∼= R[X?
i ] for each i. Let f be the 

super class function defined by f(H) = dimC(H) + 1 for all H ≤ G. Then

f =
n∑

i=0
ωXi

.
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Proof. Let H ≤ G. The sum 
∑

i ωXi
(H) is equal to the number of i such that XH

i �= ∅. 
Since XH

i �= ∅ if and only if i satisfies 0 ≤ i ≤ dimXH , we obtain that 
∑

i ωXi
(H) =

dimC(H) + 1. �
Now, we are ready to prove Proposition 5.7.

Proof of Proposition 5.7. Let [X] − [Y ] be an element in M(G). By Lemma 5.3, we 
can assume X and Y are Moore G-spaces with strictly monotone dimension functions. 
Moreover we can assume that both X and Y are G-simplicial complexes. This is be-
cause every G-CW-complex is G-homotopy equivalent to a G-simplicial complex (see 
[19, Proposition A.4]). Let C := C̃∗(X?; k) denote the reduced chain complex for X over 
the orbit category.

Since the dimension function of X is strictly monotone, by Proposition 4.6 the 
complex C is chain homotopy equivalent to a tight complex D, which is by con-
struction a finite chain complex of free kΓG-modules. Moreover, we can take D
to be a full complex. To see this, observe that since X is a simplicial complex, 
C is a full complex. The construction of D involves erasing chain modules of C
above the homological dimension, hence we can assume that D is also a full com-
plex.

For each i, let Xi denote the finite G-set such that Di
∼= k[X?

i ]. By Lemma 5.9, for 
each H ≤ G, we have dimD(H) +1 =

∑n
i=0 ωXi

(H), where dimD(H) denotes the chain 
complex dimension of D. Since D is a tight complex, we have n(H) = dimD(H) for all 
H ≤ G, so we have DimD =

∑n
i=0 ωXi

. By Proposition 3.7, the equation

[H̃n(X; k)] =
n∑

i=m+1
ΩXi

holds in the Dade group DΩ(G), where m = n(G). Note that since D is a full complex, 
XG

i �= ∅ for all i ≤ m. This means that ΩXi
= 0 for all i ≤ m, hence we conclude

[H̃n(X; k)] =
n∑

i=0
ΩXi

= Ψ(
n∑

i=0
ωXi

) = Ψ(DimD).

The same equality holds for [Y ], hence Hom = Ψ ◦ Dim. �
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4 stated in the intro-

duction. Let M0(G) denote the kernel of the homomorphism Hom : M(G) → DΩ(G). 
Note that Hom is surjective because Hom([X]) = ΩX when X is a finite G-set such that 
|XG| �= 1. By Proposition 5.7, we have Hom = Ψ ◦Dim, so the map Ψ is also surjective. 
Hence there is a commuting diagram
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0 M0(G)

Dim0

M(G)

Dim

Hom
DΩ(G)

=

0

0 ker Ψ C(G) Ψ
DΩ(G) 0

where the horizontal sequences are exact. By Proposition 5.6, the homomorphism Dim
is surjective, hence by the Snake Lemma Dim0 is also surjective. To complete the proof 
of Theorem 1.4, it remains to show that ker Ψ is equal to the group of Borel–Smith 
functions Cb(G). Recall that Borel–Smith functions are super class functions satisfying 
certain conditions called Borel–Smith conditions. A list of these conditions can be found 
in [8, Definition 3.1] or [22, Definition 5.1].

Proposition 5.10. Let G be a p-group. Then, the kernel of the homomorphism Ψ : C(G) →
DΩ(G) is equal to the group of Borel–Smith functions Cb(G).

Proof. A proof of this statement can be found in [8, Theorem 1.2], but the proof given 
there uses the biset functor structure of the morphism Ψ : C(G) → DΩ(G), hence the 
tensor induction formula of Bouc. Here we give an argument independent of the tensor 
induction formula.

Let f ∈ Cb(G) be a Borel–Smith function. Then by Dotzel–Hamrick [12] there is 
a virtual real representation U − V such that DimU − Dim V = f . Since the unit 
spheres S(U) and S(V ) are orientable homology spheres over k, both S(U) and S(V )
are Moore G-spaces and the element [S(U)] − [S(V )] is in M0(G). This proves that 
f ∈ im(Dim0) = kerΨ.

For the converse, let f = Dim0([X] − [Y ]) for some [X] − [Y ] ∈ M0(G). Then, 
Hom([X]) = Hom([Y ]). We want to show that f satisfies the Borel–Smith conditions. 
Since the Borel–Smith conditions are given as conditions on certain subquotients, first 
note that for any subquotient H/L, we can look at (H/L)-spaces XL and Y L, and the 
dimension function for the virtual Moore G-space [XL] − [Y L] would satisfy Borel–Smith 
conditions if and only if the function f satisfies the Borel–Smith condition corresponding 
to the subquotient H/L. For these subquotients it is easy to check that every super class 
function f in ker Ψ satisfies the Borel–Smith conditions (see [8, page 12]). �

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. We can view this theorem as a topological 
interpretation of the exact sequence given in [8, Theorem 1.2]. There is an interest-
ing corollary of Theorem 1.4 that gives a slight generalization of the Dotzel–Hamrick 
Theorem (see [12]).

Proposition 5.11. Let G be a finite p-group and let k be a field of characteristic p. Sup-
pose that X is a finite Moore G-space of dimension n such that Hn(X; k) is a capped 
permutation kG-module. Then the super class function DimX satisfies the Borel–Smith 
conditions.
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Proof. By the assumption on homology, [Hn(X; k)] = 0 in DΩ(G), hence [X] ∈ M0(G). 
Now the result follows from Theorem 1.4. �
6. Operations on Moore G-spaces

The main aim of this section is to show that the assignment G → M(G) defined 
over a collection of p-groups G has an easy to describe biset functor structure and that 
the maps Hom and Dim are both natural transformations of biset functors. We also 
give a topological proof of Bouc’s tensor induction formula for relative syzygies (see 
Theorem 6.9 below for a statement).

Let C denote a collection of p-groups closed under taking subgroups and subquotients, 
and let R be a commutative ring with unity. An (H, K)-biset is a set U together with 
a left H-action and a right K-action such that (hu)k = h(uk) for every h ∈ H, u ∈ U , 
and k ∈ K. The C-biset category over R is the category whose objects are H ∈ C
and whose morphisms Hom(K, H) for H, K ∈ C are given by R-linear combinations of 
(H, K)-bisets, where the composition of two morphisms is defined by the linear extension 
of the assignment (U, V ) → U ×K V for U an (H, K)-biset and V a (K, L)-biset. A biset 
functor F on C over R is a functor F from the C-biset category over R to the category of 
R-modules. We refer the reader to [7] for more details on biset functors for finite groups.

To define a biset functor structure on M(−), we need to define the action of an 
(H, K)-biset U on an isomorphism class [X] in M(H) and extend it linearly. To sim-
plify the notation we will define these actions on a representative of each equivalence 
class and show that the definition is independent of the choice of the representative. 
Every (H, K)-biset can be expressed as a composition of 5 types of basic bisets, called 
restriction, induction, isolation, inflation, and deflation bisets (see [7, Lemma 2.3.26]). 
Except for the induction biset, the action of a biset on a Moore G-space is easy to define. 
For example, if ϕ : H → K is a group homomorphism and U = (H ×K)/Δ(ϕ) where 
Δ(ϕ) = {(h, ϕ(h)) | h ∈ H}, then for a Moore K-space X, we define M(U)(X) as the 
Moore space X together with the H-action given by hx = ϕ(h)x. This gives us the 
action of restriction, isolation, and inflation bisets on a Moore space. The action of the 
deflation biset can also be defined easily by taking fixed point subspaces: Given a normal 
subgroup N in G and a Moore G-space X, we define DefGG/N X as the G/N -space XN .

The action of the induction biset U = H(H)K , where K ≤ H is harder to define. This 
operation is called join induction and the difficulty comes from describing the equivariant 
cell structure of the resulting space. To make this task easier we will define join induction 
on a Moore G-space whose G-CW-structure comes from a realization of a G-poset.

Recall that a G-poset is a partially ordered set X together with a G-action such that 
x ≤ y implies gx ≤ gy for all g ∈ G. Associated to a G-poset X, there is a simplicial 
G-complex whose n-simplices are given by chains of the form x0 < x1 < · · · < xn

where xi ∈ X. This simplicial complex is called the associated flag complex of X (or the 
order complex of X) and is denoted by Flag(X). We denote the geometric realization of 
Flag(X) by |X|. The complex Flag(X) is an admissible simplicial G-complex, i.e., if it 
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fixes a simplex, it fixes all its vertices. Since Flag(X) is an admissible G-CW-complex, 
the realization |X| has a G-CW-complex structure. For more details on G-posets we refer 
the reader to [7, Definition 11.2.7].

By an equivariant version of the simplicial approximation theorem, every G-CW-
complex is G-homotopy equivalent to a simplicial G-complex (see [19, Proposition A.4]). 
Given a G-simplicial complex X, by taking the barycentric subdivision, we can further 
assume that X is the flag complex of the poset of simplices in X. Therefore, up to 
G-homotopy we can always assume that a given Moore G-space is the realization of a 
G-poset X.

Let X and Y be two G-posets. The product of X and Y is defined to be the G-poset 
X × Y where the G-action is given by the diagonal action g(x, y) = (gx, gy), and the 
order relation is given by (x, y) ≤ (x′, y′) if and only if x ≤ x′ and y ≤ y′. The join of 
two G-posets X and Y is defined to be the disjoint union X

∐
Y together with extra 

order relations x ≤ y for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . However this description of the join 
is not suitable for defining join induction since it is not symmetric. Instead we use the 
following definition:

Definition 6.1. For a G-poset X, let cX denote the cone of X where cX = {0X} 
∐

X

with trivial G-action on 0X . The order relations on cX are the same as the order relations 
on X together with an extra relation 0X ≤ x for all x ∈ X. We define the (symmetric) 
join of two G-posets X and Y as the poset defined by

X ∗ Y := (cX × cY ) − {(0X , 0Y )}.

Throughout this section, when we refer to the join of two posets, we always mean the 
symmetric join defined above. The realization |X ∗ Y | of the (symmetric) join of two 
G-posets X and Y is G-homeomorphic to the join |X| ∗ |Y | of realizations of X and Y . 
This is proved in [20, Proposition 1.9] but below we prove this more generally for the 
join of finitely many G-posets. We define the (symmetric) join X1 ∗ · · · ∗Xn of G-posets 
X1, X2, . . . , Xn as the G-poset 

∏
i cXi − {(0X1 , . . . , 0Xn

)} with the diagonal G-action. 
Note that the geometric join |X1| ∗ · · · ∗ |Xn| can be identified with the subspace of ∏

i c|Xi| formed by elements t1x1 + · · · + tnxn such that ti ∈ [0, 1] and 
∑

i ti = 1. Here 
c|Xi| denotes the identification space X× [0, 1]/ ∼ where (x, 0) ∼ (x′, 0) for all x, x′ ∈ X. 
Alternatively we can consider elements of c|Xi| as expressions tixi where ti ∈ [0, 1] and 
xi ∈ |Xi|. We have the following observation.

Proposition 6.2. Let {Xi} be a finite set of G-posets. Then | ∗i Xi| is G-homeomorphic 
to the (topological) join ∗i|Xi| of the realizations of the Xi.

Proof. The realization | ∗Xi| = | 
∏

i cXi − {(0X1 , . . . , 0Xn
)}| can be identified with the 

union of subspaces ⋃
c|X1| × · · · × |Xi| × · · · × c|Xn|
i
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in the product 
∏

i c|Xi|. Using the radial projection from the point {(0X1 , . . . , 0Xn
)} in ∏

i c|Xi|, we can write a G-homeomorphism between this subspace and the geometric 
join |X1| ∗ · · · ∗ |Xn|. This homeomorphism takes the point (t1x1, . . . , tnxn) in 

∏
i c|Xi|

to (t′1x1, . . . , t′nxn) where t′i = ti/(
∑

i ti) for all i. Note that this argument only works if 
we take the compact open topology on the product, not the product topology (see [23, 
Theorem 3.1]). �

Let U be a finite (H, K)-biset and X be a K-poset. Define tU (X) as the set

tU (X) := MapK(Uop, X)

of all functions f : U → X such that f(uk) = k−1f(u). The poset structure on tU (X)
is defined by declaring f1 ≤ f2 if and only if for every u ∈ U , f1(u) ≤ f2(u). There 
is an H-action on tU (X) given by (hf)(u) = f(h−1u) for all h ∈ H, u ∈ U . The set 
tU (X) is an H-poset with respect to this action. The assignment X → tU (X) is called 
the generalized tensor induction of posets associated to U (see [7, 11.2.14]).

Definition 6.3. Let K and H be finite groups and U be a finite (H, K)-biset. For a 
K-poset X, we define the join induction induced by U on X as the H-poset

JoinU X := tU (cX) − {f0}

where f0 is the constant function defined by f0(u) = 0X for all u ∈ U . When U = HHK

is the induction biset, then we denote the join induction operation JoinU by JoinH
K , and 

we call it join induction from K to H.

The following result justifies this definition.

Proposition 6.4. Let R be a coefficient ring and let X be a K-poset such that the realiza-
tion |X| is a Moore K-space over R. Then for every (H, K)-biset U , the realization of 
the H-poset JoinU X is a Moore H-space over R.

Proof. We need to show that for every L ≤ H, the fixed point subspace | JoinU X|L =
|(JoinU X)L| is a Moore space over R. We have

(JoinU X)L = HomH(H/L, tU (cX)) − {f0} = HomK(Uop ×H (H/L), cX) − {f0}.

By [7, Lemma 11.2.26], we have

Uop ×H (H/L) ∼=
∐

u∈L\U/K

K/Lu

where Lu is the subgroup of K defined by Lu = {k ∈ K : uk = lu for some l ∈ L}. Using 
this we obtain
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(JoinU X)L = HomK(
∐

u∈L\U/K

K/Lu, cX) − {f0}

= (
∏

u∈L\U/K

(cX)L
u

) − {(0X , . . . , 0X)}

Applying Proposition 6.2, we conclude

| JoinU X|L = ∗u∈L\U/K |X|Lu

. (2)

Since the join of a collection of Moore spaces is a Moore space, | JoinU X|L is a Moore 
space over R. �

Let U be an (H, K)-biset. If f : X → X ′ is a K-poset map that induces a K-homotopy 
equivalence |f | : |X| → |X ′|, then | JoinU f | : | JoinU X| → | JoinU X ′| is an H-homotopy 
equivalence. To see this, observe that for every L ≤ H the induced map

| JoinU f |L : | JoinU X|L → | JoinU X ′|L

is a homotopy equivalence by the fixed point formula given in Equation (2). Hence 
by Whitehead’s theorem for G-complexes, | JoinU f | is a G-homotopy equivalence. This 
proves that JoinU X defines a well-defined map on the equivalence classes of Moore 
K-spaces.

Given two K-posets X and Y , we have

JoinU (X ∗ Y ) = tU (c(X ∗ Y )) − {f0} = tU (cX × cY ) − {f0} = JoinU (X) ∗ JoinU (Y ).

Hence we conclude that JoinU induces a well-defined group homomorphism

M(U) : M(K) → M(H)

for every (H, K)-set U . We show below that this operation satisfies all the necessary 
conditions for defining a biset functor.

Proposition 6.5. There exists a biset functor M over p-groups such that for any p-group 
G, M(G) is the group of finite Moore G-spaces, and for any (H, K)-biset U ,

M(U) : M(K) → M(H)

is the group homomorphism induced by the generalized join induction JoinU .

Proof. Let U be a (H, K)-biset and V be an (L, H)-biset. For every K-poset X,

JoinV (JoinU X) = tV (c(JoinU X)) − {f0} = tV (tU (cX)) − {f0}.
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Since tV (tU (cX)) = tV×HU (cX) (see [7, Proposition 11.2.20]), we conclude that

JoinV (JoinU X) = JoinV×HU X.

By a similar argument, we see that if U and U ′ are two (H, K)-bisets, then JoinU�U ′ X =
JoinU X ∗JoinU ′ X for every Moore K-space X. Hence M(U) : M(K) → M(H) defines 
a biset functor M(−) on any collection C of p-subgroups that is closed under conjugations 
and taking subquotients. �

Now we will show that the dimension homomorphism Dim : M(G) → C(G) is a 
natural transformation of biset functors. Note that the biset action on the group of 
super class functions is defined as the dual of the biset action on the Burnside ring. Let 
B(G) denote the Burnside ring of the group G and B∗(G) = Hom(B(G), Z). We can 
identify C(G) with B∗(G) by sending f to a homomorphism that takes the transitive 
G-set G/H to f(H). Under this identification we often write f(G/H) for f(H) when we 
want to think of f as an element of B∗(G).

For a (H, K)-biset U , the action of U on B∗(G) is defined as the dual of the U -action 
on B(G). In particular, for f ∈ B∗(K), we define the generalized induction JndU f as 
the super class function that satisfies

(JndU f)(H/L) = f(Uop ×H (H/L)) =
∑

u∈L\U/K

f(K/Lu) (3)

for every L ≤ H (see [8, page 7] for more details).

Proposition 6.6. Let U be a (H, K)-biset and let X be a Moore K-space. Then JoinU X

is a Moore H-space with dimension function Dim(JoinU X) = JndU (DimX). Hence the 
dimension homomorphism Dim : M(−) → C(−) is a natural transformation of biset 
functors.

Proof. Let L ≤ H. Using the formulas in Equations (2) and (3), we obtain

[Dim(JoinU X)](H/L) =
∑

u∈L\U/K

(DimX)(K/Lu) = [JndU (DimX)](H/L). �

Now we consider the homomorphism Hom : M(G) → DΩ(G). This homomorphism 
also defines a natural transformation of biset functors, but for this we first need to explain 
the biset functor structure on DΩ(−). Again it is relatively easy to define the action of 
an (H, K)-biset on an endo-permutation kK-module M when the biset U is a restriction, 
inflation, isogation, or deflation biset. The action of the induction biset is harder to define 
and it is done using tensor induction of kG-modules. To define tensor induction operation 
on DΩ(G) one needs to prove that tensor induction of a relative syzygy is generated by 
relative syzygies. To prove this, Bouc [5] proved the tensor induction formula stated 
below as Theorem 6.9. We will first give a topological proof for this formula.
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Let K be a subgroup of H, and let {h1K, . . . , hsK} be a set of coset representatives 
for cosets of K in H. For each h ∈ H, there is a permutation π of the set {1, . . . , s} such 
that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s},

hhi = hπ(i)ki

for some ki ∈ K. The tensor induction TenH
K M is defined as the kH-module which 

is equal to the tensor product M ⊗k · · · ⊗k M (s times) as a k-vector space, and the 
H-action is defined by

h(m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ms) = kπ−1(1)mπ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ kπ−1(s)mπ−1(s)

for every h ∈ H. The tensor induction distributes over tensor products

TenH
K(M1 ⊗M2) = TenH

K M1 ⊗ TenH
K M2

and there is a Mackey formula for tensor induction similar to the Mackey formula for 
additive induction (see [2, Proposition 3.15.2]).

Proposition 6.7. Let K ≤ H be p-groups, and let X be a Moore K-space over k with 
nonzero reduced homology at dimension n. Then the reduced homology of JoinH

K X is 
isomorphic to TenH

K(H̃n(X; k)).

Proof. As before we can assume that the Moore space X is a realization of a G-poset 
X and that join induction is defined by JoinH

K X = HomK(H, cX) − {f0}. Let 
{h1K, . . . , hsK} be a set of left coset representatives of K in H. We can consider the 
H-poset HomK(H, cX) as a product of K-posets 

∏s
i=1 cX with the H-action given by

h(x1, . . . , xs) = (kπ−1(1)xπ−1(1), . . . , kπ−1(s)xπ−1(s))

for every h ∈ H. The permutation π and the elements k1, . . . , ks ∈ K are defined as in 
the definition of tensor induction. As in the proof of Proposition 6.2, we can identify 
the realization of this poset with the geometric join of s copies of the realization of X. 
This gives a simplicial complex, also denoted JoinH

K X, where the simplices of JoinH
K X

are unions of simplices of the flag complex Flag(X). Hence a simplex of JoinH
K X is 

of the form σ = ∪s
i=1σi where σi is a simplex of Flag(X) or an empty set, for every 

i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. The H-action on σ is given by

hσ =
s⋃

i=1
kπ−1(i)σπ−1(i)

for every h ∈ H. Note that the H-action on JoinH
K X is not admissible, i.e., an element 

h ∈ H can take a simplex to itself without fixing it pointwise. We can take the barycentric 
subdivision of JoinH

K X to obtain an admissible complex. Since an admissible H-complex
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has a natural H-CW-complex structure, this will give an H-CW-complex structure on 
JoinH

K X.
We can calculate the homology of JoinH

K X using the cellular homology and the 
H-CW-complex structure that we just described. But it is not easy to find an H-basis for 
the cellular chain complex of this H-CW-complex. Instead we will use the chain complex 
of the simplicial complex JoinH

K X before taking the barycentric subdivision. This gives 
us a signed permutation complex instead of a permutation complex, but it is easier to 
give a basis for H-orbits of cells. Note that if C̃(X; k) denotes the reduced (simplicial) 
chain complex of the flag complex Flag(X), then the chain complex for JoinH

K X will 
be the complex TenH

K C̃∗(X; k). The tensor induction of chain complexes is defined in a 
similar way to the tensor induction of modules, except that there is a twisting coming 
from the sign convention for chain complexes. The action of h ∈ H on TenH

K C̃(X; k) is 
defined by

h(σ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ σs) = (−1)νkπ−1(1)σπ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ kπ−1(s)σπ−1(s)

where

ν =
∑
i<j

π(i)>π(j)

deg(σi) deg(σj).

More details about this formula can be found in [3, Sect. 4.1]. In the chain complex 
C∗(X; k) the degree of a simplex σ : x0 < · · · < xn is n, but in the above formula we 
take the reduced complex C̃(X; k) as a chain complex starting from degree zero, i.e., as 
a complex shifted by one degree. In other words in the above formula, the degree of σ is 
taken as n + 1, i.e., as the number of vertices in σ. This is consistent with the definition 
of the orientation of the simplex σ = ∪iσi.

To complete the proof note that we can assume that the complex C∗ = C̃∗(X; k) is 
a tight complex. If not, we can replace it with a tight complex up to chain homotopy. 
Note that tensor induction of chain homotopic complexes are chain homotopic (see [3, 
Lemma 4.1.1]). Therefore we can assume Ci = 0 for i > n, hence there is K-map 
Hn(X; k) → Cn(X; k). We can consider this map as a chain map Hn(X; k) → C∗ from 
a chain complex concentrated at degree n + 1. This gives an H-map

TenH
K Hn(X; k) ⊗k k(n+1) → TenH

K C∗

that induces an isomorphism on homology by the Künneth theorem. The module k(n+1) is 
a one dimensional module which is trivial if n +1 is even, and it is the sign representation 
if n + 1 is odd. Since either the characteristic of k is even or H is a p-group for an odd 
prime p, in our case the module k(n+1) is isomorphic to k. So, we obtain the desired 
isomorphism. �
Example 6.8. Over a ring R the conclusion of Proposition 6.7 is only true up to a 
twist coming from sign representation. To see this consider the following situation. Let 
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H = C2, K = 1, and X = S0 be the zero dimensional sphere. The realization of the 
poset HomK(H, cX) − {f0} can be pictured as the barycentric subdivision of a square, 
with corners (±1, ±1) in R2. The H-action is defined by reflection (x, y) → (y, x). As a 
simplicial complex, this complex has 8 vertices and 8 edges. As we did in the proof of 
Proposition 6.7, we can consider the geometric join, which will be the square inside the 
original square with corners given by (±1, 0) and (0, ±1). Now as a simplicial complex 
this complex has 4 vertices and 4 edges and some of the edges are taken to themselves 
with reverse orientation by the H-action. For example the edge between (0, 1) and (1, 0)
is taken to itself. So the H-action is not admissable. The reduced chain complex for this 
simplicial complex is of the form

0 → Z[H/1] ⊗ (⊕2Z̃) → ⊕2Z[H/1] → Z → 0

where Z̃ denotes the integers with −1 action of C2. Note that this complex is the tensor 
induction of the chain complex C̃∗(S0) which is a chain complex of the form

0 → ⊕2Z → Z → 0.

Here we consider the generators of the module ⊕2Z as degree one chains. Note that the 
reduced homology of the complex S0 is the trivial module Z, but the reduced homology 
of the JoinH

1 S0 ∼= S1 is Z̃ since the H = C2 action on the circle is given by reflection 
with respect to a line, not the antipodal action.

Using Proposition 6.7, we can give a topological proof for Bouc’s tensor induction 
formula.

Theorem 6.9 (Theorem 12.6.6 in [7]). Let H be a p-group and K be a subgroup of H, 
and let X be a K-set. Then in D(G),

TenH
K ΩX =

∑
S,T≤HH, S≤HT

μH(S, T ) |{h ∈ T\H/K : XTh∩K �= ∅}|ΩH/S

where the S ≤H T means S, T are taken from the poset of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
of H and μH denotes the Möbius function for this poset.

Proof. Let X be a K-set. Considering X as a finite Moore K-space, we have Hom([X]) =
ΩX . By Proposition 6.7, TenH

K ΩX is equal to the equivalence class of the reduced ho-
mology module of JoinH

K X. By Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 1.2, this class is generated 
by relative syzygies so it belongs to DΩ(H). This proves that tensor induction TenH

K

defines an operation DΩ(K) → DΩ(H).
To verify the explicit formula given in the theorem, let us define

F (X,T ) := |{h ∈ T\H/K : XTh∩K �= ∅}|.
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Since

TenH
K ΩX = Hom(JoinH

K X) = Ψ(Dim(JoinH
K X)) = Ψ(JndH

K ωX),

we need to show that

JndH
K ωX =

∑
S,T≤HH, S≤HT

μH(S, T )F (X,T )ωH/S .

For every T ≤ H, we have

(JndH
K ωX)(H/T ) = ωX(ResHK(H/T )) = ωX

( ∑
h∈K\H/T

K/(K ∩ hT )
)

= F (X,T ). (4)

Hence,

JndH
K ωX =

∑
T≤HH

(JndH
K ωX)(H/T )eT =

∑
T≤HH

F (X,T )
∑

S≤HT

μH(S, T )ωH/S . (5)

gives the desired equality. �
We conclude the paper with the following result.

Proposition 6.10. The commuting diagram in Theorem 1.4 is a diagram of biset functors.

Proof. We already proved in Proposition 6.6 that Dim is a natural transformation of 
biset functors. By Proposition 6.7, we know that the homomorphism Hom commutes 
with induction. It is easy to check that Hom commutes with the restriction, inflation, 
deflation and isogation bisets (see [7, Proposition 12.6.5]). So we can conclude that Hom
is a natural transformation of biset functors. To prove that Ψ is a natural transformation 
of biset functors, we need to show that for every f ∈ C(K) and for every (H, K)-biset U , 
the equality Ψ(JndU f) = TU (Ψf) holds. Since C(K) is generated by ωX , it is enough 
to show this for f = ωX . We have

Ψ(JndU ωX) = Ψ(JndU (DimX)) = Ψ(Dim(JoinU X)) = Hom(JoinU X)

= TU (Hom(X)) = TU (Ψ(DimX)) = TU (Ψ(ωX)).

Hence the proof is complete. �
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